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											    Menswear 

																	



Liberty Fairs is a contemporary menswear trade show presented bi-annually in both New York and Las Vegas, showcasing the best US and global mens brands.
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											    Luxury Travel Lifestyle 

																	



Cabana is the leading luxury women’s swim and resortwear tradshow presented in Miami annually and NYC bi-annually.
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											    Women’s Contemporary 

																	







Capsule presents a unique combination of independent, often founder-run labels alongside established industry favorites, in NYC bi-annually.
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							Thank you for your interest in exhibiting with Liberty Fairs 

Please enter the following information and a representative will get back to you as soon as possible.
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Covid-19 Update

At this time of global uncertainty, the health,

well-being and safety of our community is our top priority.

We are closely monitoring the COVID -19

developments and working with our partners and staff to determine the best approach to live events and social gatherings according to the rules of WHO and the CDC. We are excited to bring you more updates in the next few weeks.
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